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Pum 1 sequesters apoptosis during spermatogenesis
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R NA binding proteins have long been

known to play a role in spermatogen-

esis. The laboratory of Norman Hecht was

one of the leaders in this field, having char-

acterized three RNA binding proteins that

regulate mRNAs during sperm differenti-

ation. Polypyrimidine tract-binding pro-

tein 2 (PTB2) has two functions—stabilizing

mRNA transcripts in the cytoplasm and being

involved in splicing.1 Using in vivo cross-

linking of protein to RNA, several mRNA

and small RNA targets were identified in the

testis.2 Translin is another protein that both

stabilizes mRNAs from a specific transcrip-

tion factor, and is associated with small

RNAs.3 Perhaps the most interesting is the

DNA/RNA binding protein MSY2. At low

concentrations, MSY2 activates transcrip-

tion, but at higher concentrations, the protein

stabilizes the mRNAs that it had previously

activated.4 This plays a particularly useful role

in spermiogenesis as it stabilizes and stores

the transcripts of several genes that are

required long after transcription has stopped.

MYSY2 has also recently been shown to bind

specifically to small RNAs 25–33 nt in length,

suggesting a broader role for this protein than

is currently known.5

Recently, Chen et al.6 have added another

protein to the known group of RNA-binding

proteins that are involved in spermatogenesis.

These authors had been interested in a

Drosophila protein, Pum, which post-

transcriptionally regulates several genes in

the germline. In their current work, they

performed a detailed study of the mouse

homologue PUM1. They first showed that it

is highly expressed in the testis, though other

tissues had significant levels of PUM1. In

the testis, immunocytochemical localization

indicated that Pum 1 is expressed in the cyto-

plasm of spermatocytes and spermatids. Pum

1 knockout males have reduced sperm counts

and reduced litter sizes, but they remain fer-

tile. The testes of Pum12/2 mice show much

higher levels of apoptosis in spermatogonia,

and reduced levels of spermatogenesis.

The authors then used a genome wide

RNP-Chip assay to identify RNAs that were

specifically associated with PUM1 in the tes-

tis. They identified 3687 transcripts that

represented 1527 genes. These genes were

then analyzed by MetaCore to identify 11 bio-

chemical pathways that were enriched in the

1527 genes. One of these was a pathway that

regulates p53 that included nine of the

genes identified as binding to PUM1. They

then confirmed that all nine proteins were

increased by Western blots. To confirm that

PUM1 has a regulatory effect on the p53 path-

way, they crossed Pum12/2 mice with a line

that has a mutant p53 gene and showed that

the apoptosis in the testis was reduced.

The authors conclude that spermatogonia

are normally removed by apoptosis during

spermatogenesis, but that this process must be

regulated; otherwise, too many of the sperma-

togonia will be lost. PUM1 is a strong candidate

for at least some of this regulation, and its mode

of action is through mRNA binding. However,

in contrast to MSY2, for example, PUM1 seems

to inhibit translation of the mRNAs perma-

nently, rather than stabilizing the mRNA for

translation at its appropriate time.

As demonstrated by the results from both

groups, the issue of how RNA-binding pro-

teins regulate spermatogenesis is far from

understood. It is likely that MSY2 and PTB2

play a role in regulating small RNAs, but

understanding how they do this will have to

evolve as the still new field of micro RNA

continues to explode. For PUM1, the imme-

diate question is how does its interaction with

the other 8 pathways and 1518 genes contrib-

ute to spermatogenesis? It would also be

interesting to know whether the Pum12/2

mice crossed with the mutant p53 mice had

restored fertility. If not, this might be an

important model for understanding other

roles PUM1 has in male fertility. Another

question is whether PUM1, like MSY2 and

PTB2, also binds to non-coding small RNAs

and plays a role in regulating these important

cell modifiers.

This work highlights, once again, the

importance of RNA-binding proteins during

spermiogenesis. It is likely that we have still

only scratched the surface on this important

molecular process.
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